Extraterrestrial Aliens and Reptilian Gods in the
Quran

Part two in a series that reports
on the Quran’s explanation of
extraterrestrial gods’ interaction
with humans in the not too
distant past.
Alalu got word back to Nibiru that
he’d located gold on earth. About
400,000 years ago, Anu sent his
eldest son, the eminent scientist
Enki, to earth along with a crew
of 50 to begin the project of
extracting gold from earth’s seas.
Enki established his base at Eridu
in Mesopotamia. But that mode of
gold acquisition proved too slow
so Anu sent his younger son,
Enlil, to earth and placed him in
charge of mission earth. A squad
of astronauts called Igigi,
constantly orbited earth.

When the female population of lulus
grew the orbiting Igigi looked down
on earth and decided to land and
mate with them. This infuriated Enlil
who was a strict segregationist. Enlil
also complained that the lulus’
incessant noise disturbed his sleep.
Knowing that Nibiru was
approaching and would cause
devastation on Earth, Enlil convinced
the Great Assembly of Anunnaki to
agree to let all the lulus and the luluAnunnaki mixed-species die in the
coming Deluge. But Enki managed to
get word to a human disciple,
Utnapishtim, and taught him how to
make a submarine. He also
instructed him to collect the seeds of
all the animals so they could
repopulate after the flood-waters
receded.
Utnapishtim and his family survived
and Enlil had a change of heart and
decided to allow the humans to
replenish. They were desperately
needed, to feed the hungry gods and
to work for them. That is when
“Kingship descended from heaven.”
The Anunnaki trained priest- kings to
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harsh, humiliating work in the
mines felt they were in hell, a hell
that lasted for thousands of
years. Eventually, the Anunnaki
miners rebelled, took Enlil
hostage and threatened to kill
him if their work load was not
drastically reduced.
Anu arrived on a state visit and
agreed with the miners. Enki
proposed that he be allowed to
make a lulu or primitive worker to
do the slave labor on the
Anunnaki’s behalf. The Great
Assembly of the Anunnaki agreed
and authorized Enki and his halfsister, medical officer Ninhursag,
to begin the work of creating a
lulu prototype upon which the
slave labor force would be
modeled.
After numerous failures, hard
work, trial and error, failed
experiments and the creation of
monstrosities, Enki and Ninhursag
finally succeeded in making their
“perfect” prototype. In some texts
his name was Adapa. In later
texts his name was Adamu.To
make the Adamu, Enki had to
“bind the image of the gods” onto
his test-tube creation, i.e. hi
mixed some of his own DNA into
the brew that transformed
primitive “homoerectus” into
modern man. The first cloned
child was carried inside
Ninhursag’s own womb. Later,
Anunnaki birth goddesses had to
carry the clones. After the novelty
wore off – and with the demand
for lulus increasing – the birth
goddesses no longer wanted to
carry the human embryos, so
Enki did another major DNA
manipulation that permitted the
hybrid clones to now procreate.

a rival space-port in Babylon. The
main spaceport had been at Sippar
(“Bird City”) but, after the Flood, one
had been built in the Sinai at the site
of the stone landing platform at
Baalbek. When Enlil got wind of
Marduk’s effort, he flew over Babel
(“Gate of God”) and destroyed the
launch tower and the space
program. Marduk was sent away
from his capital city, Babylon, and
given Egypt to rule. There,
according to Sitchen, he was known
as Ra, Amen and Tem.
At some point Marduk was involved
in the death of his younger brother
Dumuzi (Tammuz). He was ordered
into exile by the Anunnaki judges.
When he returned, he chased his
brother Tehuti (Ningishzidda/Thoth)
out of power in Egypt and Tehuti
came to the Americas where he set
up shop and gold mining as the god
Quetzalcoatl.
Marduk then tried to seize the space
port in the Sinai, but to prevent that,
the spaceport and the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah were nuked.
The explosion raised a radioactive
cloud, nuclear wind and fallout that
killed innumerable people and gods
alike.
To be continued...
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